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Is it possible to tumble out of these crises in a sustainable manner when we are tangled in
a mess of misguided decisions and ethics? Are we brave enough to depend on each other
to build new systems?

INTRODUCTION
Are we brave enough to depend on
each other to build new systems?

“Environmentalists are so dreary,” writes Jenny
Offill (51). As an Environmental Studies student, I
understand. Over time, my dreariness has grown, as
visions of degraded landscapes and endangered livelihoods play in my head. Moments of hope have been
replaced with spirals of doubt; I’ve been consumed
by the fact that the foundations of this settler country
have not been constructed to sustain a healthy society. If the foundation is rotten, how can we grow?

Disrupting Settler Stories

I first set out to explore these questions through travel, to see how others approach intimacy with the land and respect for the earth. The pandemic stopped my initial plan in its
tracks, the world shutting down before I got a chance to begin. The stagnancy overtook
me; the hopeful parts of my brain went further into limbo. Before I could even sit down
to write, I had to fish my brain out of the depths of a muddy puddle. By the time I actually
pulled it out of the tangle of pandemic related anxieties and extracted it from a COVID
haze, my head was filled with a liquid that had to be drained off like the extra oil in a fry
pan of ground beef. Once I managed that, I was ready to write. The pandemic has shut
us off from the world in a way that makes it difficult to imagine a future that does not
include staring at the four walls around us. Yet the uncertainty of the moment allowed
me to explore the writings of all those who know so much more than me; it allowed me to
play around in my mind and search for the things that brought me hope. It allowed me to
imagine how we might move forward, and the stories that we can tell so that we can live
respectfully and lovingly. COVID-19 has brought loneliness, grief, and isolation, but it has
also revealed relationships of love and care.
In her book of essays, Durga Chew-Bose writes that she has “been young for so long and
so old for longer – so heart wrinkled and naïve all at once. So brow furrowed but heart
open too; a detective. Snooping yet easily sidetracked. I’ll believe anything,” she says, “because I want to understand, yet understanding can sometimes organize itself like a series
of false starts” (35). Exploring the land that I have been privileged to inhabit has allowed
me to snoop around the natural landscapes of the Pacific Northwest, Western Montana,
the Midwest, and the Desert Southwest. It has allowed me to become sidetracked by
pelicans, junipers shaped by the wind, sea anemones at low tide and the way that the sun
rising over mountains in early spring feels the same as the sun rising over a canyon wall.
Although it has given me some understanding of the land, it is irresponsible to revel in
these things without understanding the reason that I am able to explore these landscapes,
landscapes that have been stolen from Indigenous nations across the country. Missoula is
the land of the Bitteroot Salish people (LaPier), Seattle the land of the Duwamish (“How
to make a land acknowledgement”), the Olympic peninsula the land of the Quilete, Hoh,
Chehalis, Chinook, and Cowlitz people (“People of the Quinault”), the Desert Southwest
the land of the Navajo and Hopi people.
Throughout this project I have wondered if it is possible to have a meaningful connection
to land and place as a descendant of European settlers. I have wondered if it is possible
to have a sustainable relationship to the environment in a society built on foundations
of violence and harm. These questions have been present for me since an Environmental
History class freshman year, and I have considered them over in various situations, but I
have never faced them head on. And as I mull them over; again and again and again; I am
increasingly feeling like the answer is no. This no is an apathetic response that would allow
me to push the guilt back down, or sink into the guilt helplessly, and
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continue to function on a more surface level scale. “If you stay in this place out of fear, you
will not find the landscape that your imagination is yearning for,” Barry Lopez explains “If
somebody says to you some of the proposals I’m making — that we’ve got to find another
way, that we can’t keep doing this — are not possible, it’s because they’re trapped within
those boundaries. The creative effort of the imagination is to turn the boundary into a
horizon” (Bahnson and Lopez 27). It’s easy to say that the answer to these questions is no,
to stay within my boundaries and ignore the horizon, especially when we are living in a
time where hope is difficult to find.
A simple, straightforward answer to these questions is the material decolonization of the
United States, returning the Land to Indigenous Peoples, its rightful inhabitants. I hope
that I can begin to understand how to foster care and respect for the land as an in-between
point between here and decolonization, as the deep-rooted core beliefs of settlers have not
changed in centuries, and leading to the ecological crises that the field of Environmental
Studies attempts to grapple with today.
As a white settler, I could potentially cause harm by writing about decolonization, as “well
intentioned scholarship and policies – produced through white settler subjectivities and
embedded within settler institutions – often rely on gestures rather than structural change,
which re-entrenches rather than destabilizes settler social formations” (Bonds and Inwood
728). I must understand that I am complicit in this system, and therefore will always be
entangled with its wrongdoings. As a part of that, I would like to acknowledge that I am
writing these essays at the end of my education at the University of Montana, which is located on Which is located on the land of the Bitterroot Salish. Louis Adams is a member of
the Salish tribe who said, “Where the university is at was a favorite campground” (Briggeman). The University is complicit in the theft of Indigenous land, and as a state university,
is entangled with the government’s wrongdoings.
I intend to use this space as an opportunity to upset my “illusion of innocence” (Lynch
381) and begin to untangle embedded false narratives of Western superiority in regards
to land domination. It is imperative that I do not use this space as an opportunity to
“relieve the settler of feelings of guilt or responsibility without giving up land or power
or privilege, without having to change much at all,” a lesson from Tuck and Yang in their
writing about the dangers of decolonization as a metaphor. “In fact,” they write, “settler
scholars may gain professional kudos or a boost in their reputations for being so sensitive
or self-aware. Yet settler moves to innocence are hollow, they only serve the settler” (Tuck
and Yang 10). My hope is that I am able to create a more truthful narrative of the foundations of harm in this country, and understand how these falsehoods have been continued
through different avenues over time.
Reading the words of Robin Wall Kimmerer has helped me understand that we must
approach these issues with hope, that choosing hopelessness is the easy way out. Hope
comes from love and connection, from understanding that there are others around you
who are there to support you. During a pandemic and a time of intense isolation, it is
tempting to answer no and retreat. It also feels appropriate to answer no because I do not

feel that I have the right to say yes. It is not my place to decide whether the harm that my
ancestors have caused and that I continue to cause is in any way reconcilable or if this history is malleable enough for my actions and beliefs to be different in any significant way.
So these essays are my way of extracting the hope, of sitting with the parts of myself that
want to answer no and asking them, “why not?”. They are my way of trying to grapple with
the questions of harm and healing in a more meaningful and direct way.
These essays and illustrations seek to explore how to form a meaningful connection to
place and care for a place when that land is colonized; when the creation of this place is
rooted in harm. I want to learn what it means to be an environmentalist – to have a deep
respect for the land and its inhabitants in a manner that extends beyond conservation.
That is, a relationship centered around respect, intimacy, and reciprocity. I want to understand if it’s possible to have a positive relationship to the land in this society, in which
our current relation – of greed, misunderstanding and individualism is underscored by
violence and genocide. How might we live without furthering harm? Barry Lopez says,
“However it might be viewed, the throttled Earth — the scalped, the mined, the industrially farmed, the drilled, polluted, and suctioned land, endlessly manipulated for further
development and profit — is now our home. We know the wounds. We have come to
accept them. And we ask, many of us, What will the next step be?” (Bahnson and Lopez
25). How can we learn from the harm that has already been caused and move towards the
next steps?
This collection is made up of four parts - it begins with an illustrated exploration of the
connections between the concept of Terra Nullis and our idea of wilderness; the first essay
explores how we can rework our stories to be more honest through the metaphor of a palimpsest; I then explore my own settler history through a critical lens; and the small book
ends with an illustrated section on how we can potentially see the Coronavirus pandemic
as a threshold point.
I am working not to declare a path forward, as I am not the person with the knowledge
and experience to make those sorts of declarations. On a backpacking trip on the Colorado Plateau, I bushwhacked through miles of tangled brush that caught my limbs and
slowed my movement. When envisioning this project, I see myself back in those shoes,
seeking out a path forward of my own. I am bound to go off route, to make mistakes,
to get caught in the brambles and fall down; I don’t presume that I will find any clear
answers, but maybe there will be clearings, maybe the river will be visible, and maybe I
will manage to hold the contradictions that we live with more securely in my mind. I am
not the person to have the answers, but I am excited to learn through reading from those
who are standing at the top of the canyon, who cannot even see me as I wade through the
bramble. My hope is to help others with settler roots understand their history and (learn
with me) how to reduce their complicity in a harmful system, and to address the eternal
question, “How shall we live?” (Tuck as quoted by French et. al., 2).
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PALIMPSESTS OF
STORYTELLING

Layering the stories we tell with truth and grace.
On a stormy day in May, I canoed down the Green River
with my classmates of the Wild Rockies Field Institute. As
we paddled, black and white swallows swooped down by
the water in chaotic patterns of dips and dives, going back
and forth across the dark water. The small birds skittered
across the water, catching bugs in their small beaks. Above
them, Great Blue herons soared across the sky in calculated,
uniform motions, heading straight to their destinations. We
watched a mother Heron feed her baby in a nest perched high
in a snag as another bird flew in and sat with them. Below
the Heron nests, the swallows darted in and out of their own
nests, which were tucked under eroded parts of sandstone
rock faces, clustered together in shapes and formations that
mimicked the desert tafoni. The birds approached the air with
such differences - in pace, in attitude, in groupings – yet occupied the same space, existed in the same environment.
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The canoe trip was the last portion of the three-month course; a time filled with
confusion, rifts, and conflict, but ultimately, resilience and understanding. These
birds helped me understand the conflict that my group of ten faced during those
three months on our trip; we were all living through the same events, our environment was the same, and yet we were all approaching it from different angles.
As we grew together as a group, we began to understand the complexities of one
another, realizing that we could live in the same place, go through the same things,
but still fly at different speeds and return home to different nests.
In order to understand each other, to grasp the different speeds and nests, we turn
to stories. Stories are the basis for how we live. They inform our identities, our
realities, and our understandings of the world around us. Barry Lopez explains,
“Stories do not give instruction, they do not explain how to find a companion or
how to find God. They offer, instead, patterns of sound and association, of event
and image. Suspended as listeners and readers in these patterns, we might reimagine our lives” (Lopez, “About This Life” 13). Western culture is consumed by
stories; a tangle of misinformed, well informed, well intentioned, greedy, impenetrable, porous, selfless, all consuming, unconsumed stories that are layered on
top of each other and linked in paradoxes and complications. The concept of a
palimpsest allows for this to make sense, for these identities to be layered, for it to
make sense.
A palimpsest, in its simplest form, is “a manuscript or piece of writing material
on which the original writing has been effaced to make room for later writing but
of which traces remain” and “something reused or altered but still bearing visible
traces of its earlier form” (Oxford). On a more conceptual level, palimpsests are
“Everlasting layers of ideas, images, feelings, have fallen upon your brain softly as
light. Each succession has seemed to bury all that went before. And yet, in reality,
not one has been extinguished” (DeQuincey 6). The stormy, windy sky that keeps
us awake at night is the same one that warms our faces the next day. The stories
that we choose to tell are important because they have the ability to create a new
scene – one that contains less contradictions and more consistency, one that embraces and emphasizes love and care versus harm and individualism.
I spent my childhood in the dense green forests of the Pacific Northwest, wandering through old growth cedar and rainforest ecologies. Walking in dense pine
forest, I would gaze up at the dark green trees and see them contrast with the
electric green moss. I remember feeling the rain hit my face and finding cover inside
of an old growth tree; asking my dad to carry me on his back for the remainder of
the hike, back to the cabin. I was five years old. Sliding through dusty dirt at a car
campground when I was six. Hair in two braids, running wildly through the sparse
woods and catapulting myself into the ground, feeling like I was flying. Doing
snow angels in the dirt. At seven, in the middle of the city, in our backyard the
size of a postage stamp, climbing the biggest contorted filbert tree I had ever seen,
marvelling at its human like stance, pretending it was my home. I felt protected by
the trees that loomed over me, intimidated by their grand stature and drooping
Learning to live with respect, intimacy, and reciporicty on colonized land
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branches. College brought me to Missoula, Montana, where a river grounds the
town and surrounding hills keep it safe. I’ve never felt unprotected in the landscapes I find myself in, comforted by familiar trees and bird calls, a consistent air
blowing through the mountain ranges. These landscapes defined the canvas of my
perceptions of the natural world; they were the base layer that informed how I
understood the world, my comfort and familiarity.
It wasn’t until later in college that I ventured into unfamiliar territory in a course
with the Wild Rockies Field Institute. When I arrived in Green River, Utah, I saw
a desolate landscape, devoid of life. I was completely unaware of its intricacies
and complexities, noticed only the red rock cliffs of Moab fading into a flat, grey
expanse of the town of Green River. Our first trip was a backpack through Horseshoe Canyon, where I was daunted by the harsh landscape, the juniper trunks
twisted and mangled, the bare branches of sagebrush with a few mint green leaves
still hanging on. On the first morning in the canyon, a bitter biting cold that made
us all wonder if we were really in the desert, Joe, our instructor, had us introduce
ourselves to the plants around us, as we were “entering someone’s home”. I chose
a juniper bush, and sitting under it, watching the shadows of its branches dance on
my hands, I began to realize the character of the plant, and with it, the character
of this place. The juniper bush was short and stout, but its dark green needles were
dense and healthy. Twisted, tangled bark wrapped the trunk, which gave the bush
character and a whimsical appearance. As I sat with the juniper I thought about all
the wind storms it has endured, how it has held its place in the canyon and

observed the changing seasons from its perch under the sandstone. This small bush
reflected the character of the place I was in.
The Colorado Plateau is a harsh landscape, nestled in the Four Corners region of
Utah, Arizona, Colorado and New Mexico. It is a land that was raised by a uniform geologic uplift about 20 million years ago during the Miocene era. Water that
flowed through the region created rivers and pour offs that carved and shaped the
landscape into canyons, buttes, mesas, and plateaus (Shue). A geologist pointed out
that on the Colorado Plateau, the “bones (of the earth) are showing” (Shue). As
we walked through the canyons and began to understand their history, I realized
the truth of this statement. Geologic layers stand exposed on the canyon walls, the
markings of time visible for all those who choose to see them. Cacti and sagebrush
stand firm in sandy soil, their leaves and spines battered by wind. Crypto biotic
soil, made up of a symbiotic relationship between lichen and blue-green algae,
covers the ground in delicate crusts, evidence of a delicate ecosystem. All of these
factors come together to create a fragile and intense ecosystem, a region on the
edge.
The systems that make up the Desert Southwest region are complex and intricate,
reliant on specific climate patterns and completely dependent on each other. Relationships between plants and animals, between extinction and adaptation, between
the environment and its inhabitants allow the desert to thrive and be resilient.
Upon arriving in the Desert Southwest I saw an unknown and aggressive landscape
whose canyon walls loomed over me, its red and grey sand threatened me with
every step I took. Accidentally kicking a cactus or misstepping on cryptobiotic soil,
I thought I felt the remorse of the desert, regretting letting me into its fragile self.
As the trip progressed, I began to engage with the land, seeing it as welcoming and
consuming, leaves budding from their branches, the red rock cliffs protecting us
from the harsh desert sun. And with wonder, with fascination and interest, came
love. I have come to appreciate the juniper bushes that have been bent and twisted
in the wind, the sage bushes scattered on the landscape, reaching their limbs to the
sky and each other, the tafoni arranged in bunches like nests, and quicksand hiding
underneath silty water. I still find the landscape daunting but no longer intimidating. My previous misconceptions of comfortable landscapes have been overlaid
with a new recognition and understanding. These relationships and systems were
lost on me when I initially set foot in southern Utah, yet the palimpsest in my mind
adjusted to make room for new perceptions.
Palimpsests allow us to recreate narratives in ways that are honest and truthful, to
look towards the future with hope while still remembering the stories that brought
us here. The “multifarious and diverse vision projected by the palimpsest, despite
being the product of an attempt of destruction and erasure, demands a revision of
the conceptual systems based on the notions of linearity, centre, and hierarchy. It
impels us to replace these systems with new foundations that privilege the conceptions of ‘multi-linearity, nodes, links, and networks” (Chicago School of Media
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Theory). The notions of linearity and hierarchy inform the stories that Western
culture embraces, and they are wildly different from Indigenous stories. Although
Indigenous cultures are not a monolith, Sium and Ritskes explain that generally,
“Stories in Indigenous epistemologies are disruptive, sustaining, knowledge producing, and theory in action. Stories are decolonization theory in its most natural
form” (II). They are not driven by linearity, but are cyclical in nature.
In order to uphold systems of Western culture, we must destruct and erase. This
process is the concurrent destruction of the physical environment and our cultural relationships to the natural world, alongside the erasure of the livelihoods of
Indigenous peoples. The ecological crises that we have arrived at are grounded in
our culture; our culture is upheld by the stories that we tell ourselves. Our stories
make us complicit in harm; they create narratives of inevitability. Our stories make
us apathetic because they tell us that this is who we are, that this is who we have
always been, and there is no way to change. An obsessive infestation of stories
has taken over the consciousness of settlers in the United States. These obsessions
are perpetuated because settler colonialism is not a singular moment in time, but
an “enduring structure requiring constant maintenance in an effort to disappear
Indigenous populations” (Wolfe as cited by Bonds and Inwood 716).
We have convinced ourselves that settler ideologies are the singular truth through
the retelling of narratives that uphold our beliefs. We are intent on rewriting the
American past. That is the obsession that the settler psyche lives by. The United
States, as a settled country, was stolen through unimaginable violence; its resources
were mined for personal wealth; and the truth of the matter is hidden underneath
stories of rugged individualism, perseverance, and the mask of religion. Roxanne
Dunbar Ortiz uncovers the fictions of the creation myths of the Untied States in
her book An Indigenous People’s History of the United States. Our perceptions of
history have been shaped by “Narratives that captured the experience and imagination of the Anglo-American settler, stories that were surely instrumental in nullifying guilt related to genocide and set the pattern of narrative for future US writers,
poets, and historians”, consciously ignoring the “reality of invasion, squatting,
attacking, and colonizing of the Indigenous nations” (Dunbar Ortiz 107). By ignoring the truth of our history, we do not question the systems that they uphold. Tom
Lynch writes that settlers are unwilling to question their obsessions because that
“threatens the settler-colonial subject with annihilation; to struggle, however hopelessly, against such phenomena seems heroic and identity-affirming” (380). We do
not question the systems because they are embedded in the way that we function
and they inform our believed identity.
Our stories ground us in a fiction, a fiction of supremacy that goes unchallenged
and is therefore perpetuated. If we can embrace the concept of palimpsests we
can create malleability in our systems, thereby replacing the “linearity, centre, and
hierarchy” of Western thought with those of “multi-linearity, nodes, links, and
networks” (Chicago school). This would mean exposing the narratives of white

supremacy and domination and acknowledging their falsehoods. It means admitting that we are sick, and trying to untangle the process that Ben Okri explains.
He says, “people are as healthy and confident as the stories they tell themselves.
Sick storytellers can make their nations sick. And sick nations make for sick
storytellers” (Sium and Ritskes 31). We can begin to re-create our stories, to pick
out the truths and cover the fictions with honest and constructive narratives. This
process means that wrongdoings will be remembered instead of erased, that the
effects of harm are not lost on us, and it means approaching the future with hope
for change.
During my time on the Colorado Plateau with the Wild Rockies Field Institute,
we had the opportunity to stay in the Hopi Nation with an elderly woman named
Dorothy. We followed her truck down a dirt road, through sand dunes towards
a mesa in the distance. Across flat sage bushes and by abandoned buildings we
reached a fence. We put our backpacks on and walked up a dirt path, surrounded
by cheatgrass and juniper bushes. At the top of the road was an oasis, surrounded
by terraced walls that sheltered an arbor surrounded by trees from the harsh desert
climate of high altitude Arizona. Dorothy told us about the Hopi tradition of
exchanging food for work in a community oriented manner. And so there we were,
ready to participate.
Dorothy tended her rich garden in both Western and Hopi tradition. The western
side of the garden consisted of rhubarb and asparagus, of lettuce and peas. The
plants required constant attention and care - watering and weeding, sunshades and
pruning. The traditional Hopi garden, however, was different. This was the side we
helped prepare. It was self-sufficient and adapted to the landscape. First we cleared
the plot of weeds - cheatgrass stood confidently in the ground, sticking in my
feet and up my nose. Tumbleweeds forced us to move carefully and purposefully,
watching our fingers so the spikes wouldn’t get stuck in our hands. With Dorothy’s
guidance and direction, we placed the Hopi corn seeds six inches underground in
soil dampened with spring water. Dorothy explained that these seeds have been
used for hundreds of years, and it turn, have become resilient as they thrive amid
the harsh Arizona climate.
Dorothy cooked our meals, and made blue cornmeal balls out of the Hopi corn.
Mixed with amaranth, the corn meal becomes nutritionally beneficial, and have
kept Hopi people healthy and fed for hundreds of years. Dorothy is able to collect
the amaranth on her land, as well as another native plant to make Indian tea, a
bright yellow, sweet tea. She is in tune with the land, and following the lessons
from her father, can live off the landscape that she calls home. Her connection and
knowledge is deep. She told us about the history of this land, how thousands of
people lived in this valley, each with a small plot of land. She spoke of the women
who would tend their plots while the children played. The land was bustling with
activity, Dorothy told us while we were sitting in the dark, under the brightening
stars. My perception of the land changed, it became more alive and filled with
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energy. When we saw the shards of pottery scattered on the ground, it became
easier to picture the lives of those that lived here. Dorothy is carrying on the
tradition of this land - from thousands strong to one very strong woman today.
Her words paint a layered history of the land, and the past is not erased, but
remembered. Lopez writes, “The intense pressure of imagery in America, and the
manipulation of images necessary to a society with specific goals, means the land
will inevitably be treated like a commodity; and voices that tend to contradict the
proffered image will, one way or another, be silenced or discredited by those in
power” (Lopez “Sense of Place” 31). In order to maintain the “American Narrative”, settlers must completely erase the existence of those who prove the narrative
is a lie. Through attempted erasure of Native stories, the settler structure tries to silence the voices of dissent. Their resiliency and survival is the reason that we know
that settler narratives are not true.
Dorothy told the story of Hopi history, and then talked about her own family;
those two stories were told in the same sitting, together in the same breath, the
same voice - they are equally important in different ways. We are all carrying big
stories and little stories, and they can all be told and intertwined. Dorothy’s stories
tell of a commitment to the land, of the Hopi people staying in one place, even
though it was harsh and seemed inhospitable, they stayed and learned and adapted,
forging a relationship with the land that allowed for survival. The people nurtured
the land, and the land gave back in return. Both became resilient as they supported each other – the earth feeding the people while the people nourished the land
with water and life. This relationship was not reliant on concepts of progress or
linearity.
Palimpsests do not depend on progress. They depend on continual layering and
additions that recall the past. Yet Western culture is stuck in a cycle of hierarchy
and progress. Our stories aren’t layering old with the new; they are replacing old
with the new. Our stories allow us to live without recognizing the past. On January
20, 2021, Joe Biden was sworn in on the Capitol steps on which rioters had stood
days earlier. Biden’s inaugural speech was an opportunity to introduce a new story
into a damaged American psyche, dismayed by violence and pandemic fatigue.
In his speech, President Biden noted the importance of stories, announcing, “We
shall write an American story of hope, not fear. Of unity, not division. Of light,
not darkness. An American story of decency and dignity. Of love and of healing.
Of greatness and of goodness. May this be the story that guides us. The story that
inspires us” (Biden). It was a moment of hope; yet the speech that preceded this
wish made me weary of the possibility of change.
Reworking a palimpsest means creating change, but it does not mean erasure.
Layers on the palimpsest carry reminders of the past; a past that has been exposed
before it is added to. Biden’s inaugural address claimed, “We can make America,
once again, the leading force for good in the world”; does this sentiment not carry
echoes of “Make America Great Again?” It is the sentiment that America is in

nately good, that the rioters that stormed the Capitol are “not who we are”. These
statements uphold the nationalistic narrative, thus encouraging Americans to practice core values that were never present. Without recognizing the flaws of the past,
it is impossible to move forward, as we continue to “try to live out an American
nightmare which our system of schools and our voices of government never told
[us] was ill founded” (Lopez “Rediscovery”, 103).
Biden calls for a return to the values that “define us as Americans” – “Opportunity. Security. Liberty. Dignity. Respect. Honor. And, yes, the truth”- The assumption that these are core values of this nation are part of a national fiction that
allows Western settlers to live in suspended disbelief, ignorant of a past and present
of white supremacy and erasure. To return to those values would send us on an
unending search through our history. Because dignity and respect were not present
when Major General John Sullivan announced, “The Indians shall see that there is
malice enough in our hearts to destroy everything that contributes to their support” (as cited by Dunbar Ortiz 77); and the truth was not important when settlers
broke treaties again and again, leading the Delaware leader Buckongeahelas to say
of the settlers:
“There is no faith to be placed in their words. They are not like the
Indians, who are only enemies while at war, and are friends in peace.
They will say to an Indian: ‘my friend, my brother.” They will take him
by the hand, and at the same moment destroy him. And so you will also
be treated by them before long. Remember that this day I have warned
you to beware of friends as these. I know the long knives; they are not to
be trusted” (as cited by Dunbar Ortiz 74).
Joe Biden became the first president to denounce white supremacy, yet did so in
the same speech in which he upheld the nationalistic narratives that allow for this
thought to occur in the first place. The United States is a settler colonialist country,
and, as Roxanne Dunbar Ortiz explains, “Settler colonialism is a genocidal policy”
(6). Biden did not acknowledge the harmful foundations of the settler history of the
United States, which makes it difficult to believe that a value that defines America
is “the truth”- Barker explains, “Even as settler colonisers deny their complicity,
they exercise massive power and privilege to rewrite history according to their preferences and beliefs” (Barker 12). In honoring the truth, it is essential to acknowledge the harmful foundations of the country.
Biden is taking office at a time when it is clear that they systems in place are not
working. It is clear that dignity, respect, honor, and the truth are essential elements
that have been missing in the past few years. But to ask for a return to those values
is irresponsible because they were never there in the first place. The layering of
stories, of creating hopeful narratives that allow for a more graceful and sustainable future is impossible if we do not honestly acknowledge the past. If we try to
relearn the “core American values,” we will only perpetuate harm. Biden should
not be asking for a return, but for a start.
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Honest stories help us to layer our perceptions, to add new knowledge and
allow for contradictions. Robin Wall Kimmerer writes of periods of uncertainty,
“Whether we jump or are pushed, or the edge of the known world just crumbles at
our feet, we fall, spinning into someplace new and unexpected. Despite our fears of
falling, the gifts of the world stand by to catch us” (9). Change will always occur,
buds will blossom after the chill of winter, and it is essential to our future that we
layer a harmful past with a hopeful outlook for the future. If we do not understand
that the past was harmful, we will ignore it, and cover it without layering, thus
increasing the possibility of repetition. And we find ourselves at the precipice of revolution – of our systems breaking down and begging to be reimagined - when the
possibility of repetition is dangerously within grasp but the possibility of radical
change is clenched in the other palm. As settlers, we have the privilege to sit idly
by and wholeheartedly believe Biden’s narrative; but we also have the opportunity
to challenge the stories that we have been told about this country, to believe in the
“healing power and influence of story” (Archibald 27 as quoted by French et. al.
6).
Barry Lopez writes that in order to Rediscover North America in a compassionate way, we “need to find within ourselves, and nurture, a profound courtesy, an
unalloyed honesty” (Lopez “Rediscovery”, 103). Nurturing this honesty would
mean exposing these festering wounds in order to let them dry up and scab over. It
would mean acknowledging Indigenous stories; and allowing their truth to disrupt
our believed narratives. This would bring discomfort because, as Sium and Ritskes
explain,
“Indigenous stories are always threatening. They’re threatening because
they position the teller outside the realm of ‘objective’ commentary, and
inside one of subjective action. Indigenous stories affirm that the sub
jectivity of Indigenous peoples is both politically and intellectually
valid. Indigenous stories also proclaim that Indigenous peoples still exist,
that the colonial project has been ultimately unsuccessful in erasing In
digenous existence – Indigenous peoples who tell their creation stories dis
rupt the settler mythology and their arrival stories of terra nullis” (Tuck
and Yang as cited by Sium and Ritskes IV)
Our stories are imaginary, attempting to create a nationalistic narrative. There
must be a way to challenge the imaginary and fill it in with imagination – “the imaginary,” Colman explains, “is a misuse of imagination for the purpose of denying
everything that opposes the subject’s desire…. Patients in the grip of the imaginary
often cling to their fantasies with a maniacal force since to give them up would
expose them to unbearably painful experiences of absence or loss that may amount
to a fear of annihilation” (Colman 22 as cited by Lynch 379). We are holding on
to a fragile, harmful identity with a maniacal force because the alternative could
be annihilation. But out of annihilation and disintegration comes material for new
growth. Terry Tempest Williams argues that in order to address our fears we must
begin to feel again, “Could it be,” she asks, “that what we fear most is our capa-

city to feel, and so we annihilate ourselves symbolically and physically that which
is beautiful and tender, anything that dares us to consider our creative selves?”
(108). We can look towards the lessons that are taught by the land, the land that
does not have the capacity to lie, whose landscapes depict radical honesty in their
appearance.
The red rock cliffs of Southern Utah loom large over the canyons. Erosion has
carved out their shapes over millions of years, and the scars of the land are apparent. The natural landscape does not cover its tracks, the palimpsests of ecology
are bare and exposed, the petrified wood nestled close to the roots of a sapling.
The palimpsests of the landscape are clear in The Dirty Devil, a river that runs
through a deep canyon, its silty water covering patches of quicksand. Shrubbery
with budding green leaves encroach its banks. On a backpacking trip through the
lower canyon of the Dirty Devil, we stumbled out of the bushes to find ourselves in
the middle of a boulder field. Large rocks blocked our path, and the crushed fresh
vegetation suggested the fall was recent. The rocks were unsteady, and we had to
test our footing before stepping through them. We became present and witness to
the impact of time on the landscape.
Recent landscape erosions contrast with the millions of years of environmental
change that the region has undergone. The evidence of meandering rivers on a dry
desert landscape laden with fossils of plants overlaid by broad strokes of sandstone, speckled with tafoni, create a palimpsest on the desert canvas. The land
stands exposed; at first it is singular – a canyon wall. When we learn to look at it
the right way, when we put our foreheads to the sandstone and see remnants of an
ancient ocean, we can begin to see the way that the land has layered its own stories
and its history becomes apparent.
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Self Serving

What kinds of
stories do we tell?

SHALLOW
ROOTED IN LIES & FALSEHOODS
INTENDED TO ASSERT DOMINANCE & POWER
EASY TO BELIEVE AND INTERNALIZE
UPHOLD “ILLUSIONS OF CONTROL”

Truthful
DIFFICULT TO TELL
UPROOT ASSUMPTIONS
HISTORY AS PRESENT, PULLED FROM THE PAST

Hopeful
REIMAGINING
UNSETTLING
FORM CONNECTIONS
TRANSFORMATIVE
CAN BE DIFFICULT TO TAKE TO HEART

Disrupting settler stories

Learning to live with respect, intimacy, and reciprocity on colonized land
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SAND BAY: COMING TO
TERMS WITH A
PERSONAL SETTLER
HISTORY
A critical family history.
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I’ve spent nearly 23 years romanticizing a little white cottage
that sits on the shores of Lake Michigan in Northeastern
Wisconsin. “This whole bay used to be in our family”, my
relatives would tell me, motioning to the moon sliver of land
around the grey-blue water, “it used to be ours”. I would
roam around the grounds, barefoot and sunburned, with
a sense of entitlement and ownership, feeling like that was
where I truly belonged; that it was my home more than it was the
others who lived there, on the land that used to be “ours”. It was
with my feet in that bay that I first understood connection to the
land – I marveled at the shallowness of the water, wading out 50
yards before the waves would even begin to reach my belly button.
I knew where the sand bars were, how when you dug too deep the
sand would turn from a camel brown to a dark coal black.
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I would walk through the milkweed looking for monarchs with my grandmother, and
then mourn for the plants when the water level rose and washed them away. I knew the
way the crick turned the water yellow when the wind blew the right way. Standing on the
shore of the bay was the first time I learned the constellations, and whenever I look for the
Big Dipper I always orient myself as if I am standing on those sandy shores, looking out
towards the peninsula. Every summer I would return, and that place would tell me who I
was; it went through phases as much as I did, but its natural cycles would keep it grounded
in a constancy that I yearned for as I grew older.
Every once in a while, I have a dream that I am at Sand Bay and when the time comes
for me to leave and I realize that I have not swum; that I have not submerged my body
in the bay but have sat idle inside, ignoring the land and the water. I wake up sweaty and
anxious, worried that I truly did forget to appreciate that place. It is a dream of loss, not
for the place itself, but for the connection that I have to place. I worry that I do not appreciate its welcoming waters. I am lucky for this to be my fear; my nightmares do not even
entertain the thought of losing the place that has informed my identity – an identity that
includes (I believe) values of care and exuberance for the wild.
Despite the intimacy that I felt for it, that land was never “ours”. That sense of entitlement
that I felt, and continue to feel on some level, is part of the pattern of settler colonialism,
of the erasure of the Native peoples and their original occupancy of the land. Even though
that bay has informed how I understand my relationship to the natural world, my relationship to the land was formed out of a harmful history of land theft and Indigenous erasure.
My connection to the land is made possible by my family’s history of white settler privilege. My ancestors stole the land and turned it into property, which they profited off of in
a litany of ways. Part of my connection to Sand Bay is the sense of ownership I feel, which
is a continuation of settler colonialism. “We live among countless landscapes of memory
in this country,” Lauret Savoy explains, “They convey both remembrance and emission.
Privileging particular arcs of story while neglecting others… To whom and what is history
responsible… The question had to be turned around and made personal. What then is my
relationship with history, told and untold, on this land” (Savoy 112-113, cited by French
et. al. 13). I feel connected to the land of Sand Bay in two ways (which are inherently
intertwined) – in the way I know how the sand feels on my bare skin, the scent of the
rotting algae on the shore, the way the sun travels across the bay in a day; and because the
road behind the cottage is named Haines road, after my family members, and the nearby
settlement is named “Hainesville”, and that the whole bay used to be “ours”.
The emotional connection I feel to place is only possible because of the settler history
of the land, and the visceral connection I feel is informed by the emotional connection.
In order to understand how I am complicit in the settler colonial system, it is crucial to
question the family stories that are told as truths. It means understanding why the road
is called Haines Road, and how that settlement became Hainseville. In order to do this I
must create a “critical family history”, which is “applying ‘critical theoretical traditions to
an analysis of how one’s family has been constructed historically within and through

relations of power’” (Sleeter as quoted by French et al, 3). It is an act of nurturing truthful
stories to grow from the self-serving ones, to make room for radically honest stories for
the future. Unraveling these narratives is like untangling the arteries that are feeding a
cancerous growth from those that are feeding the heart. How do I come to terms with
the fact that I love this place dearly, and the fact that this place is evidence of my family’s
complicity in a white supremacist system? The blood that is feeding the heart is the same
blood that feeds the cancerous growth.
If my family acknowledged that we are on the land of the Potawotami, Ojibwa, and
Menominee (Loew), we would have to accept that we are part of a history of theft and
Indigenous erasure. We have an attachment to seeing the land as “ours” because we believe
it keeps us innocent and in control, and in trying to stay innocent, we stay comfortable,
and in staying comfortable, we remain complicit. And yet, “From Arendt we know that
ordinary people can contribute to great harm simply by going about their business and
failing to consider how they are a part of a harmful system” (Van Kessel 162). In our familial erasure of the history of the place that we now find connection, we are perpetuating
a harmful existence.
I feel embarrassed to have never considered that my family history was not what I believed
it to be. When learning about the Native history of this country, I felt guilty of the fact that
I was a white person, but I felt guilty in a collective way – in a detached way; I grouped
myself with all white people and assumed the guilt of everything that settler colonialism
has done. Guilt, at that scale, is manageable. It is avoidable because it is spread across so
many people, across a vast landscape. It is obtuse. This doesn’t address settler colonialism.
It must be humanized; we must understand that “settler colonialism is seen as something
done by people rather than empires” (Barker 5). I ignored the fact that my guilt and my
discomfort might also be acute. In addressing the history of my family, of the origin of
land that I feel connected to, feelings of more direct guilt occur. They are accompanied
by discomfort and shame. I am nervous about what this honest narrative means for my
own connection to the land, and I am nervous about how my family will receive this new
narrative. My family is the stoic sort – not quick to criticize or emote. This essay is pretty
much fifty percent criticism and fifty percent emotion.
I have always believed the narrative of my ancestors coming to America in search of a
better life, and upon their arrival, scraping by with what little they had, the humble good
exception in a sea of bad actors. It’s the classic American dream narrative, the narrative
that we are taught from birth, that our country is a “melting pot” of identities that have
come together to exist harmoniously. The true story is much different. My ancestor Tallak
arrived in the United States from Norway in 1846. By way of New York and Canada, he
eventually settled in Wisconsin (Forier). He and his wife were the first white settlers on
various land parcels in Wisconsin, the land of the Potawotami, Ojibwa, and Menominee
(Loew).
Tallak was collecting land left and right, acting as “property acquisition agent for the
entire family” (Forier 64). He purchased acres and acres of land, cleared some for “salable
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lumber” and then sold it for more than ten times what he had originally purchased it for.
He was collecting property and credit from the moment he stepped foot in America, taking advantage of the land for his own personal gain. Tallak partook in nearly 200 land
transactions over the course of 30 years (Forier 136). Roxanne Dunbar Ortiz explains the
myths versus the reality of settler histories:
“In the founding myth of the United States, the colonists acquired a vast expanse
of land from a scattering of benighted peoples who were hardly using it – an
unforgivable offense to the Puritan work ethic. The historical record is clear,
however, that European colonists shoved aside a large network of small and
large nations whose governments, commerce, arts and sciences, agriculture,
technologies, theologies, philosophies, and institutions were intricately de
veloped, nations that maintained sophisticated relations with one another and
with the environments that supported them. By the early seventeenth century…
a large Indigenous population had long before created a ‘humanized landscape
almost everywhere’, as William Denevan puts it” (Dunbar Ortiz 46).
In a family history book that recounts Tallak’s settlement in Wisconsin, the author quotes
a newspaper reporter who wrote about Tallak’s arrival to the land that now is called
Hainesville. He writes, “This peninsula and much more land inland was bought by Tallak
Haines in 1864. At that time the land was wild and he was the only settler in a large area.
There for many years, he carried on a business of cutting logs and hardwood. Usually he
had a large crew of men working for him” (Holand as quoted by Forier 138). The land that
was “wild” had actually been cultivated for thousands of years by Native peoples, including the Menominee people, who lived in large villages and were dependent on agriculture
(Loew 9). Millions of acres were stolen from the Menominee by the U.S. government in
order to make room for white settlers, my ancestors included. In claiming that the land
that my ancestors settled was “wild”, we employ the “Nothing But” trope, which Lynch
explains, “rhetorically clears the ground for the subsequent physical imposition of a new
landscape regime” (Lynch 376). It also erases the existence of the Native people of the
land, in order to absolve the settler of participation in systemic genocide.
I once believed that the stretch of Sand Bay was all that had been “ours”, that that little bay
was what had sustained our family throughout centuries. In reality, my relatives bounded
around the land of Northern Wisconsin for years, acquiring all the property they could
manage, renting it out, profiting off of it, logging it. The frequency with which they moved
showed that they saw the land for its wealth. A family history narrative proclaims,
“Your living sons and daughters are thriving, Tallak. Your sons learned the logging business, then switched to farming when the trees were gone – gone due
to the logging skills of you and your sons, and to the final clearing done by the
Peshtigo fire. Ellen trained your daughters to manage household and homestead
and their own children as they appeared. Both your sons and daughters inher
ited your skills in bargaining, searching for tax deed deals, government bonan
zas, swamp deed bargains – after you threw them into the property speculating
business, selling parcels of land to each of them on the day they turned twenty
one” (Forier 275).

In this narrative the values most important to my ancestors were their skills in acquiring
capital and wealth – through any means necessary. And Tallak’s living relatives celebrate
those values and actions.
My ancestors’ work ethic is celebrated despite the fact that their actions were unsustainable and harmful. Their logging practice contributed to the destruction of the ecological
integrity of the Door Peninsula. This practice was in opposition to the Menominee tribe’s
practice, who practiced sustainable forestry – “a radically different approach to forest
management than the philosophy of clear-cutting advocated by commercial loggers and
most government foresters” (Loew 29). These dangerous practices of settler loggers led to
the Peshtigo Fire, a catastrophic fire that spread through the region in 1871. Some say that
it was due to the “careless and wasteful methods of harvesting forest resources in the state’s
timberlands” (Forier 163). It seems Tallak and his sons did not heed the warning of the
Peshtigo fire, as they continued to take advantage of the land. After the fire, M.L. Forier,
the author of the family history narrative, places my ancestors in the role of pioneers
scraping by, calling them “hardy, practical survivors” (Forier 166), who transitioned to
agriculture after they “reaped what lumber they could from the land” destroyed by fire
(Forier 167). In ignoring the warnings of the fire that spread across Eastern Wisconsin, it
is clear that Tallak and his sons were not merely scraping by, but working to collect wealth
through any means necessary.
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Tuck and Yang explain that in settler colonial systems, “The settler is making a new ‘home’
and that home is rooted in a homesteading worldview where the wild land and wild
people were made for his benefit” (Tuck and Yang 6). In ignoring the natural cycles of the
land that they resided on and reaping whatever wealth they could from the area, Tallak
and his sons showed that they believed it was irresponsible to leave resources unused.
Their tendencies were driven by the logics of capitalism, which “work to deterritorialize people (that is, to detach them from prior bonds between people and place) and to
reterritoralize them in relation to the requirements of capital (that is, to land conceived
as resources and freed from the constraints of custom and to labor detached from land)”
(Harris 172). Tallak and his sons were not concerned with their connection to the land
itself, but rather the wealth that the land could provide. This parasitic relationship to the
natural world seems to be a common thread between settlers.
At some point growing up, I began to scrape my feet on sharp shells in the sand. It
was a new phenomenon, something that we hadn’t seen there before. The shells were
Quagga and Zebra mussels, which are an invasive species multiplying in the Great Lakes.
They have had “catastrophic impacts in the ecosystems in which they have established”
(Hoddle), as they outcompete other species and destroy the ecological diversity of the lake
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ecosystems. Their relationship to the living species around them reflects the settler colonial relationship to the environment; taking over, sapping resources. The zebra and quagga
mussels consume nutrients at a rapid pace, with the goal of domination, just as Tallak and
his sons logged the region with a blatant disregard for the overall health of the ecosystem
in order to gain wealth.
George Tinker writes that a commonality between Native cultures is that “space is
primary; for immigrant cultures, time is primary” (146). When space is important, people
are concerned with the health and natural integrity of the place they live on, giving the
living things around them priority and love. This means understanding the natural limits
of the ecosystem, and respecting the mutual relationships that embed people within place.
When time is important, we are concerned with using that time to progress. The mussels
consume exponentially, as do settlers, intent on collecting capital as quickly as possible,
leading to their own destruction.
In understanding this piece of my family’s story, it has become clear to me how these
views have been perpetuated. I’ve kept the stories of harm in my family at arm’s distance,
placing the onus on the collective versus our own complicity. My obsession with the land
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in our family is grounded in the fiction that it was settled through respect and love. But
as Dunbar Ortiz explains, “Once in the hands of settlers, the land itself was no longer
sacred, as it had been for the Indigenous. Rather, it was private property, a commodity to
be acquired and sold – every man a possible king, or at least wealthy” (Dunbar Ortiz 55).
I wanted to believe that my family was the outlier, that they saw the land as sacred instead
of a canvas for wealth. A few years ago I learned that the little white cottage on the shores
of the bay was not built with the intention for connection to land; rather, it was built to
accommodate tourists in another familial attempt at wealth building. It was not a place
meant for reflection or connection, but a place for work and labor, the only meaningful
expense of time in the eyes of my family.
The woman who writes the family history narrative grounds our story in the fiction that
Tallak was a hardworking man who arrived in America and carved out a place for himself
and his family in Wisconsin; that his logging skills, his skills in bargaining and land
acquisition created success. This narrative excludes the harm that Tallak and his family
caused by erasing the livelihoods of the Native communities that lived on this land. It
has persisted for hundreds of years. In acknowledging the harmful history of my family,
it is important to remember that this is not the end point; that “the pursuit of critical
consciousness, the pursuit of social justice through a critical enlightenment, can also be
settler moves to innocence - diversions, distractions, which relieve the settler of feelings of
guilt or responsibility, and conceal the need to give up land or power or privilege” (Tuck
and Yang 21). I am still grappling with how to give up power and privilege in the case of
Sand Bay. On the very largest scale, it could mean material repatriation to the Indigenous
people of the area. Acknowledging our settler history is the very early beginning in unsettling on a larger scale, and I do not presume that the steps that I have taken in this essay
relieve me of any guilt.
In 2006 my grandmother wrote:
“Let me offer a personal word about Sand Bay. It has been a place for me that
is food for my soul. It is a place that can be so peaceful and quiet and all you
hear are the sounds of nature. It is a place to watch various species of birds
flying gracefully and also diving for fish. It is also a place where I was always
struck by the power and furry (fury) of nature that is all around you at times. It
is a place to admire the beauty of nature from sunrise over the bay, to sunset and
the beautiful color reflections on the water, the night sky, the stars, the moon,
and if you are lucky viewing the dancing of northern lights. It is also a place to
watch thunderstorms going across the lake to the north. It is a place to take
that walk to the creek and see its various states depending on the water level in
the bay and marsh in back. It is a place to observe the wonders of the world God
created” (Rachel Favour 30, personal publication).
It is important to note that my grandmother’s connection to the land was as entangled
with the complicated history of settler colonialism as mine, but I hope that her appreciation for the environment itself can mark a turning point in our family’s capitalistic mentality. When she passed away a few years ago, we spread my grandma’s ashes in the sandy
dirt and planted a sapling. Her memory is firmly rooted in the ground, its branches

reaching out towards the bay. Lopez writes, “To have done something you knew was
wrong, then made the effort to understand what it was and to correct your behavior, is all
part of the same movement — to get to the light. And so to condemn yourself unduly or
to condemn others is to misunderstand that dynamic. What is the nature of the yearning? It is to be united with the Divine. Everybody goes down. We know everybody goes
down. Fails.” (Bahnson and Lopez 33). My family failed. My ancestors valued wealth over
personal connection and responsibility, stealing land from the rightful occupants of the
area. They moved from place to place, collecting wealth in a misguided and capitalistic obsession with progress. In creating a critical family history, we can acknowledge the harm
of our history, and try to move towards the light. My grandmother had a deep connection
with the land of Sand Bay, not for purposes of wealth, but for the health of her soul. It is
the start of a long journey of unsettling, but in caring for the tree that she grows through,
I hope that we can begin to disrupt our hunger for wealth, and look towards creating a
more responsible future.

My grandmother and her brother at Sand Bay
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CONCLUDING
THOUGHTS
Barry Lopez writes, “Inherent in that desire to share is a love of
humanity… from time to time, we have succeeded, I believe, in
helping one another understand what is going on. We have come to
see that, in some way, that is our purpose with each other” (Lopez
“About This Life”, 239). These essays are one step in a process of
trying to grapple with the contradictions that I face in my own
life, and I hope that they will encourage others with similar settler
histories to delve deeper into the narratives that they tell themselves
and what they believe to be true.
As I worked through my own thoughts, I felt at times that I was
typing on a document with a 48-point font – my thoughts disappeared before they were complete, and it was difficult to focus on
the portion that was visible. It has felt like too much, too big, and
not enough space. I am so grateful for the words of others who have
helped me understand what is going on, and understand how to
make the “too much” manageable.
In the past year, it has felt, at times, that the world is crumbling.
Why can I still move my hands and play with the shadows when
the world is falling apart, bit by bit. Is it okay to say that the world
is falling apart? Is that too hopeless, too stern, too permanent?
Maybe we should say that the world is eroding. Enough to make
way for something new; not enough to disappear. As we approach
the “end” of the pandemic, we can try to understand this past year
as our pause. French et al. quote Patel who writes, “Perhaps the best
move… in the interest of decolonization, that is to say eradicating,
dismantling, and obliterating colonialism is to pause in order to
reach beyond” (5).

Disrupting settler stories

Might we pause for a little bit, enough to wonder if maybe this
wasn’t the best way after all (haven’t we always known that), maybe
there is another way, maybe these stories aren’t the ones we should
be telling ourselves, maybe we have time to stop and look and wonder what could be.
My understanding of these issues continues to evolve as I learn
more, think more deeply, and move differently through the world.
It is a never-ending process, and I have just begun. I am excited to
engage in further learning and try to unsettle the stories that I tell
myself. “Is it still possible,” Barry Lopez asks, “to face the gathering
darkness, and say to the physical Earth, and to all its creatures, including ourselves, fiercely and without embarrassment, I love you,
and to embrace fearlessly the burning world” (Lopez “Love”, 12). In
order to move forward, we must understand how this system came
to be, understand our history, and earnestly listen in order to live
reciprocally, with love for each other, the land, and our communities.
I would like to thank the instructors of the Wild Rockies Field
Institute for creating an open and honest learning environment; our
Native hosts on the Colorado Plateau for letting us into their homes
and allowing us to hear their stories; the authors of the books and
articles that helped me explore the answers to my questions; Dr.
Dan Spencer for his help and encouragement throughout the drafting process; and my peers for challenging my thoughts and helping
me develop my ideas. I am very grateful.
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